Evaluation of collimator rotation for volumetric modulated arc therapy lung stereotactic body radiation therapy using flattening filter free.
The collimator in volumetric modulated arc therapy (VMAT) planning is rotated to minimize tongue-and-groove effect and interleaf leakage. The aim of this study was to evaluate the effect of collimator angle on the dosimetric results of VMAT plan for patients with lung cancer undergoing stereotactic body radiation therapy (SBRT) treatment. In the present investigation discrepancies between the calculated dose distributions with different collimators rotations have been studied. Six different collimators rotations (0, 10, 20, 30, 45 and 90 degrees), 6 MV x-ray non-flattened from a TrueBeam accelerator equipped with High-Definition 120MLC were used, as well as two planning technique: One full arc and two half arcs. For rotation between 10 and 45 degrees there were not found a significant variation meanwhile collimator rotation of 0 and 90° may impact on dose distribution resulting in unexpected dose variation. The homogeneity, conformity and gradient indexes as well as dose in organs at risk reached their best values with the half arcs technique and collimator angle between 20° and 45°.